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Constructively, the inductive loops are realized by
pairing of well conductive metal bands on the roadway or
by introducing coils with inductive loop in the prepared
fissures in the roadway [1-2]. They are supplied from some
high frequency generator whose frequency is between 20
KHz and 200 KHz. Vehicle whose velocity is measured
generates one brief signal in inductive loop (the change in
current, namely voltage in inductivity of the loop that is the
part of the oscillatory circuit adjusted on the frequency
generator) [3]. The impulse can be comprehended as a
consequence of electromagnetic influences of conductive,
metal parts of vehicle on loop.
In the electrical view, vehicle can be described as one
equivalent conductive surface that is located approximately
on the bottom of vehicle. for skin-effect influences, only
the bottom of vehicle have the effective influence on the
inductive loop [4-5]. On the 100 kHz frequency the depth
of action of high frequency field is about 0.04 mm. As
descripted conductive equivalent surface approaches, that
moves in the direction of vehicle vector practically parallel
with roadway and also with inductive loop, that surface
acts more and more like an short circuited coil [6]. Vertical
movements of vehicle that exist as consequence of road
roughness are neglected [7]. Coupling between inductive
loop and the equivalent surface increases as equivalent
surface approaches to inductive loop[8].

.

(1)

If we accept orientation of Decart coordinate system like
on Fig.1 than three components of vector will be:

Fig. 1. Magnetic field around rectangular loop
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Next example is magnetic field around rectangular loop
shown on Fig. 1.
Vector of the magnetic induction in point M will be:

(2)

(3)
(4)

where x, y, z – coordinates of the point M; x0, z0 –
dimensions of the loop.
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2
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a1 = ( x − x0 ) + y + ( z + z0 ) ,

2
2
2
a2 = ( x + x0 ) + y + ( z − z0 ) ,

a1 = ( x + x0 )2 + y 2 + ( z + z0 )2 ,


a = ( x − x )2 + y 2 + ( z − z )2 ,
0
0
 1
b1 = z − z0 + a2 ,
b2 = z + z0 + a1,

b4 = z + z0 + a3 ,
b3 = z − z0 + a4 ,
b5 = x − x0 + a1,
b6 = x + x0 + a3 ,


b8 = x + x0 + a4 .
b7 = x − x0 + a2 ,

(5)

Fig. 2d. Intensity of vector magnetic inductivity rectangular loop
(dimensions 1500 x 500 mm),50 mm above the loop

Fig. 2a. Component Bx for rectangular loop (dimensions 1500 x
500 mm), 50 mm above the loop.

Fig. 3a. Component Bx for rectangular loop (dimensions1500 x
500 mm), 250 mm above the loop

Fig. 2b. Component By for rectangular loop (dimensions 1500 x
500 mm), 50 mm above the loop

Fig. 3b. Component By for rectangular loop (dimensions 1500 x
500 mm), 250 mm above the loop

Fig. 2c. Component Bx for rectangular loop inductivity
(dimensions 1500 x 500 mm), 50 mm above for rectangular loop

Fig. 3c. Component Bx for rectangular loop (dimensions 1500 x
500 mm), 250 above the loop
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On next figures are shown induction coefficient M in
function of vehicle offset x and position of vehicle above
induction loop y, for different vertical distance between
the loops h (Fig. 8).

Fig. 3d. Intensity of vector magnetic inductivity for rectangular
loop (dimensions 1500 x 500 mm), 250 mm above the loop
Fig. 6. Induction coefficient M in function of vehicle position Dy
for different values of vehicle offset ∆x and h=25 cm

We shall now consider case shown on Fig.4 and 5
One loop (in first approximation - bottom of vehicle) is
moving above second induction loop. Position of vehicle is
determined by vehicle offset ∆x. Dimensions of vehicle is
4 x 1.6 m and dimensions of the induction loop is 1.5 x 1.5
m.

Fig. 7. Width of the vehicle is less than induction loop

Fig. 4. Dimensions of the vehicle and loop

Fig. 5. Distance between the vehicle bottom and loop is h

The most interesting case is when the vertical
distance between loops is h=25 cm. Bottom of the most
PKV vehicles has that distance from the loop. So, on next
figure is shown induction coefficient M in function of
vehicle position ∆y for different vehicle offset ∆x and for
h=25 cm (Fig. 6).
Another interesting case is when the width of the
vehicle (loop) is less then the width of induction loop
(Fig.7). We have that case when vehicle is motorcycle or
other small vehicle. On Fig.7 length of the induction loop
is changed from 1.5 to 0.5 meters (Fig. 7).

Fig. 8. Induction coefficient M in function of vehicle offset ∆x
and position of vehicle above induction loop ∆y for h=5cm

At last we tried to determine experimentally changing
of induction coefficient M in function of vehicle position
∆y. As vehicle loop we used metal plate with dimensions
500 x 800 mm (Fig.7). Induction loop was connected to the
equipment ESOMAT 2000. Metal plate was 5 cm above
the induction loop. In each position of metal plate we the
pulse width was measured in phase detector that is in
equipment ESOMAT 2000. When vehicle is moving above
the loop, it modulated width and phase of pulses.
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amplitude as a function of metal carriage offset ∆x.

Fig. 9. Induction coefficient M in function of vehicle offset ∆x
and position of vehicle above induction loop ∆y for h=25 cm

Fig. 12. Pulse width in ns as a function of metal plate position ∆y
when metal plate offset was ∆x=50 cm

Fig. 13. Metal carriage moving above the three different loop

Fig. 10. Induction coefficient M in function of vehicle offset ∆x
and position of vehicle above induction loop ∆y for h=45 cm

Fig. 14. Pulse amplitude as a function of metal carriage offset ∆x

Experimental results
Fig. 11. Pulse width in ns as a function of metal plate position ∆y
when metal plate offset was ∆x=0

The induction loop were placed on the road inside
Physikalisch Techniche Bundesanstalt-PTB near Bessel
bau Fig. 15 and 16. The figures shows the position of
induction loop used equipment and marks on the road.
Dimensions of the loop and its connection to the
measuring equipment that were placed in PTB laboratory
is shown on Fig. 16.
This measurement was performed under the known
conditions (type of vehicle, position against the loop). The
vehicle was OPEL Omega-A and it passed-through over
the loops 46 times with different velocities and path but
without acceleration. With this second measurement (with
video camera) we tried to locate the moment (position of
vehicle above the loop) when camera is triggered by

On Fig. 11 shown width of pulses in ns as a function of
metal plate position Dy when metal plate offset was ∆x =0.
The same is on Fig.12 but with metal plate offset
∆x =50 cm.
Then we used metal carriage and three inductive loops
with different dimensions, inductivity and working
frequency (Fig.13).
The metal carriage moving above the loops more
times, each time with different offset ∆x. The amplitude of
pulses were measured in equipment ESOMAT 2000 for
each value of offset ∆x. On Fig. 14 is shown pulse
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equipment TRAFFIPHOT III fabricated by TraffipaxVetrieb from Dusseldorf. For this purpose we took
corresponding frame from the digitized video camera
signal (video camera near Camera A on Fig.17).

triggering occurs. For different velocities real position of
vehicle in that moment differs from the position on photo.
The triggering take place ∆S[m] before vehicle position on
photo. For ∆t=40 ms and vehicle velocity 50 km/h ∆S is
55.5 cm.
On Fig. 18 photos from Camera A are shown. Original
digital photo has two half pictures and we separated them
with Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Premiere program.
Vehicle velocity was measured by laser equipment. On all
this photos vehicle velocity was about 20 km/h vehicle
offset x was 0 cm.

Fig. 15. Measuring disposition and equipment

Fig. 18. Photos from camera A. Left photo is first half picture and
right photo is second half picture; ∆x=0 cm; ∆t=253.1 ms;
Va~16.41 km/h
Fig. 16. Induction loop with marks on the road

Conclusion

Camera A was triggered by TRAFFIPHOT III that was
connected to the induction loop. Camera B was triggered
when front part of vehicle cut the laser beam. Laser beam
was 1.11 m from the beginning of the loop. The beam was
above the road about 70 cm. Vehicle cut laser beam with
its front part where OPEL mark is located.

On the basis of conducted measurements and obtained
atlas of photographs, it can be concluded that the triggering
point of the device connected to the inductive loop depends
on the distance between the bottom of the vehicle and the
inductive loop. It means that triggering of device
connected to the inductive loop will occur later in the case
of long vehicle (LKV) than in the case of automobile
(PKV). For motorcycle no any triggering was registered
during its passage above inductive loop, due to its small
surface and negligible value of induction coefficient
between the bottom of the motorcycle and inductive loop.
Triggering point of the vehicle depends also on the vehicle
offset between vehicle and loop axes, in other words on the
effective surface covering the inductive loop.
Our measurements indicate that the vehicle distance
on which the induction coefficient reaches its critical value
when triggering of device occurs, depends above all on the
vehicle offset. The vehicle velocity does not influence
significantly on the triggering point of connected device.

Fig. 17. Sketch of the measuring disposition
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